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PCB chairman Najam Sethi giving shield to Captain of Lancaster Cricket Team

PCB chairman Najam Sethi giving shield to Lancaster cricket team captain. Intikhab Alam, Rector S.M. Junaid Zaidi and director Lahore campus Mahmood A. Bodla are accompanied.
Lancaster University Cricket Team visited CIIT Lahore Library

Lancaster University cricket team and officials visited CIIT Lahore Library on April 8, 201. LibraryIncharge briefed them about library resources and services, after the briefing they visited library and reported good for the library.
Lancaster-COMSATS Cricket tournament, 2014

Islamabad beats (attok+wah) in a tight match of final game of Lancaster-COMSATS Cricket tournament, 2014. in the chase of 147, turning point was 3 wickets fall on 3 consecutive deliveries in the middle. Even then lost only by 6 runs. later on Pakistan under 19 team thrashed LANCASTER team by huge margin of 160. Lancaster made only 45 in reply of 205.
Lancaster-COMSATS Cricket Championship 2014

Lancaster - COMSATS Cricket Championship 2014 was held on April 16-19, 2014. A series of matches between CIIT teams (all campuses) with Lancaster University team was played at Qaddafi Stadium Lahore. CIIT Islamabad won this championship. On Saturday, a match between Pakistan Under 19 and Lancaster University Team was played at Qaddafi Stadium Lahore, live telecast by PTV sports. Library staff was enjoyed all the matches at Qaddafi stadium, Lahore.
A moment of match between Lancaster University and CIIT Islamabad campus during Lancaster- COMSATS tournament 2014
WORLD BOOK DAY celebrations

As previous, CIIT Lahore Library celebrated WORLD BOOK DAY on April 23, 2014. Worthy Director Dr. Mahmood Ahmad Bodla along with Prof. Dr. Talat Afza, Dr. Robina Farooq, Convener Library Affairs Committee, inaugurated the event. Head of departments, faculty members and staff of CIIT Lahore was there to witness the event. Library Staff organized Mounted Book Fair in library hall. Students took special interest in the books fair and visit the stall. Director and faculty members appreciated the efforts to enhance the importance of books among students.
Book on the different and vast range of discipline are displayed at the occasion of world book day and copyright day.

Group photo with the members of Danish society
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